
Global Semiconductor 
Manufacturer Reduces 
Time to Hire by 30%

Compunnel leverages proprietary technologies to 
enable the client to successfully transition to a modern 
technical platform

Hi-tech industries like semiconductor manufacturing are inherently dependent on constant innovation and identifying ways to scale at a lower cost. But enterprises need 
technology specialists supported by well-trained junior resources to fuel continuous innovation. Finding qualified candidates is a challenging prospect for most companies 
in the sector. In-depth technical proficiency and cross-industry competition for top talent are two major factors preventing them from meeting their human capital 
requirements.  



Client Challenges
To foster an innovation-centered environment where collaboration would be 
encouraged from the design stage up to actual manufacturing, the client planned to 
transition to a better-suited Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) platform. But its 
plans were hampered by: 
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Our client is one of the leaders in 
the semiconductor industry 
pioneering new technologies, 
products, and solutions that 
enable a wide range of industries 
to innovate better products and 
solutions. 

About Client 
Lack of qualified Engineering Services 
resources to implement, customize, 
maintain and support the PLM

Cost optimization and high time to 
hire for required candidate placements 
for managing the strategic shift

Possible delay in utilizing the PLM for 
upgrading the production of one of 
their newer products

MSP managing the program was 
struggling to fill these positions within 
the specified 18-month timeline and 
budget 



Compunnel was among the top 3 suppliers in other programs managed by the same MSP when we were brought in to solve the client’s challenges 
within 8 weeks. Tasked with sourcing the relevant resources for this major Engineering initiative, we executed the following strategies:

Our Solution

STAFFLINE ATS

STAFFLINE ATS

IENDORSEU

IENDORSEU

STAFFLINE PRO

STAFFLINE PRO

DEDICATED TEAM

DEDICATED TEAM
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Deployed our Process Engineering Group (PEG) comprising of dedicated 
Subject Matter Experts and Data Scientists with a background in human 
capital management 

PEG leveraged built-in predictive analytics of our talent management 
platform, Staffline to swiftly identify the best matches 

Utilized iEndorseU, our proprietary talent referral network with a qualified 
user base of more than 50,000 people, to source top STEM candidates 

Optimized candidate engagement through our talent engagement app, 
StafflinePro to reduce drop-offs and conduct on-time onboarding 



Utilizing a well-planned Client Delivery Roadmap with measurable milestones to ensure progress, Compunnel delivered the following 
results to the client: 

The Results

27+
Specialized Hires 

24-48 hrs.
Average submission time

30%
Reduction in Time-to-Hire 

   98%
Compliance rate  

66%
Better Fill Rate than 

othersuppliers  

98%
Assignment 

completion rate 
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Roles Filled
Electrical Engineer 

Manufacturing Engineer 

Product Engineer 

Automation Engineer 

Mechanical Engineer 

Locations Served
California Arizona Ohio Oregon  Texas

Lead Systems Engineer 

Software Architect 

Hardware Designer 

Application Developer 

.Net Developer 



Connect With Us
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Compunnel Inc., founded in 1994, delivers bespoke staffing, full-time hiring, payrolling, SOW, and IT consulting solutions to diverse set of businesses & enterprises. 
Ranked by SIA amongst the Largest Staffing Firms in the US, Compunnel is transforming the talent supply chain through its technology-backed solutions. As a 
preferred choice of industry leaders, our passion is not only to connectour customers with quality talent, but we go an extra mile to provide customized support to 
our customers and help them meet their diverse talent needs.

About Compunnel

Global Service Coverage: USA  l  Canada  l  India  

USA (HQ): 103 Morgan Lane, Suite 102, Plainsboro, NJ, 08536

www.compunnel.com+1 (609) 606-9010contact@compunnel.com

Awards and Recognition

INC. 5000
AMERICA'S FASTEST-GROWING 

PRIVATE COMPANIES

Diversity-Owned Staffing
Firms in the US & Canada

https://www.linkedin.com/company/compunnel-software-group
https://www.facebook.com/CompunnelInc
https://twitter.com/Compunnelinc



